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SFM OM A PR ESENTS NEW WOR K B Y SC OTTISH A R TIST LUC Y M cKENZIE
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) is pleased to
present New Work: Lucy McKenzie, on view from November 9, 2007,
to February 24, 2008.
In her most recent body of work, Glasgow-born and -based artist
Lucy McKenzie recreates the spaces of her home city’s famed 19thcentury buildings. Rendering the bourgeois interiors in jeweled paint
tones on large canvases, McKenzie arranges her paintings to function
as walls, creating three-dimensional enclosures, like stage sets, within
the gallery. Exposing the crude back side of the canvas, she elucidates
the constructed nature of space and its corresponding social
significations, collapsing the boundaries between art and architecture,
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history and the present, nationalism and globalism, originality and
reproduction.
In this exhibition, McKenzie meditates on the architecture of Glasgow, replicating interior spaces designed by
architects such as Charles Rennie Macintosh. Her interiors reference early 19th-century Scottish tea rooms,
constructed by men, allowing the young artist to reinvent the spaces with a feminine touch nearly 200 years later.
McKenzie’s work explores the concept of painting as artifice, a process through which one can create any world
and transform any space. Though the spaces she re-creates are specific to Glasgow, they speak to a broader
audience, asking us to question how we define our place in the world and challenging the validity of our codes of
identification. McKenzie’s masterful hand and eye complement the thoughtful intelligence of her work, firmly
placing her canvases in the realm of the most accomplished contemporary paintings.
The exhibition also includes a “sublet” of gallery space to McKenzie’s peer, Scottish fashion designer Beca
Lipscombe. Lipscombe will present her fall clothing line in a constructed room within the gallery, much like a
miniature boutique. An additional feature of the exhibition is a suite of 10 fashion drawings McKenzie illustrated
for a calendar—rather than a traditional catalogue—of Lipscombe’s designs. The drawings are rendered in
distinctly different artistic styles, many of which are borrowed from stylistic tropes used throughout the history of
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visual culture. This gesture aims to examine the parameters of
commercialism and commodity in the art world, the fashion world, and
the history of design.
The New Work series is organized by the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art and is generously supported by Collectors Forum, the
founding patron of the series. Major funding is also provided by the
Mimi and Peter Haas Fund, Nancy and Steven H. Oliver, and Robin
Wright.
Lucy McKenzie, After G. Hobe, Salon Library for the
Great Exhibition, 1902, Turin, 2006; installation view at
Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh, Scotland; Courtesy
Cabinet Gallery, London; © 2007 Lucy McKenzie
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Museum hours: Open daily (except Wednesdays): 11 a.m. to 5:45 p.m.; open late Thursdays, until 8:45 p.m. Summer hours
(Memorial Day to Labor Day): Open at 10 a.m. Closed Wednesdays and the following public holidays: New Year’s Day, Fourth
of July, Thanksgiving, Christmas. The Museum is open the Wednesday between Christmas and New Year’s Day.
Koret Visitor Education Center: Open daily (except Wednesdays): 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; open late Thursdays, until 8:30 p.m.
Summer hours: Open at 10 a.m.
Admission prices: Adults $12.50; seniors $8; students $7. SFMOMA members and children 12 and under are admitted free.
Thursday evenings after 6 p.m. admission is half-price. The first Tuesday of each month admission is free.
SFMOMA is easily accessible by Muni, BART, Golden Gate Transit, SamTrans, and Caltrain. Hourly, daily, and monthly
parking is available at the SFMOMA Garage at 147 Minna Street. For parking information, call 415.348.0971.
Visit our Web site at www.sfmoma.org or call 415.357.4000 for more information.
The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art is supported by a broad array of contributors who are committed to helping advance
its mission as a dynamic center for modern and contemporary art. Major annual support is provided by Koret Foundation
Funds, Evelyn and Walter Haas Jr. Fund, and Grants for the Arts/San Francisco Hotel Tax Fund. KidstART free admission for
children 12 and under is made possible by Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. Thursday evening half-price admission is sponsored by
Banana Republic.
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